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From the Editor

It is risky writing anything about the coming month, 
as I learned from mentioning in the last issue that 
we would be welcoming a visiting preacher for the 
first time in ages. We didn’t. Lockdown-2 arrived 
instead.

This issue features more uncertainty than any I have 
edited. At the time of writing we simply do not know 

the extent of the worship or other activities that will be permissible in 
early December, let alone around Christmas-time.

So the theme for this December issue is hope. You will find articles that 
relate to this in a variety of ways, in addition to the usual ones. Once 
again, there is splash of colour in the middle. There is so much content 
that I only just managed to list it on page 1 - marvellous!

I am grateful to readers who have contributed articles and photographs. 
This is the church magazine and it is best when not dominated by two or 
three contributors. I noticed a flurry of emails shortly before the 
deadline, just after I have mentioned the theme. So, you may like to 
know now that the theme for the January issue will be joy.

As I mentioned before, my aim is to portray life in the church and the 
world, particularly for readers who, for whatever reason, are unable to 
get out much. The deadline is usually printed twice, this month on pages 
3 and 21; earlier contributions will make my task easier.

I have written some concise tips for using Zoom. Do tell me if you would 
like me to write more. What details are worth having in print for reference?

For reasons too boring to explain, it really does help me if you send 
material for the magazine to the editor’s email address 
 tauntonurc.mag@gmail.com
and not my other address. If your device tries to be ‘helpful’ by 
automatically selecting a different address for me, just enter me on your 
contacts list as a different person called, say Magazine Editor.

Because of the Christmas break, I need to get the next issue to the printer 
earlier than in other months; hence the deadline. In previous years the 
aim has always been to have the January magazine ready for collection in 
church by Christmas. This year, of course, the magazine will be posted 
and it might be tight doing this by the last posting day for Christmas; so 
please be patient - it should turn up this year!

Peter Henderson
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Forthcoming Church Services
Regular Sunday worship takes place at 10:30am.

These will be ‘hybrid’ services in that you can attend either
- in person at the church in Paul Street (if regulations permit) 
 - bring a face covering - or
- via Zoom using an online or telephone connection.
To attend via Zoom you need an invitation from the Minister.

 6 December Morning worship led by the Revd Dr Susan Durber
  (includes The Lord’s Supper)

 13 December Morning worship led by the Revd Dr Susan Durber

 20 December Morning worship led by the Revd Dr Susan Durber

Also: 4pm on Zoom - Carol Service Please come and have with you, 
if you wish, a nativity scene or set to share

 25 December Service details not yet confirmed

 27 December Service details not yet confirmed

Weekly Activities
if and when regulations permit

What, when & where Notes

Midweek Worship on Tuesdays

Most Tuesdays from 11:30am to 12 noon
in the church

OR Private prayer from 11am to 12 noon

A face covering is 
required

Work-Wise in the URC Lecture Hall

Wednesdays, 9:30am 12:30 & 1:30-4:00pm

Offering support with all aspects of job seeking

Contact the manager 
(details on page 1) to 
volunteer
or just turn up

Other Notable Dates

 Monday 7 December Magazine deadline 
 Saturdays 12, 19 December Carol-singing (see page 10)
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From your minister:
Dear friends, 

The events of the past months have been 
momentous for us all, and they have had an impact, 
of course, on our church life. The pandemic has 
given us a reason to be glad that our congregation 
is small and our building large, since that makes 
social distancing for worship possible. But of course, 
in more normal times, the smallness of our 

congregation might make some of us long for different days. 

I found myself, in preparation for Remembrance Day, looking at the 
names on the ‘roll of honour’ in church. Something like 90 young men 
from our congregation, it seems, went to fight or serve in the first World 
War. What seems astonishing now is that our church was once such a 
large community that so many young men could be found! I know that 
one of our members can remember a time when the church was filled 
to bursting; when there were pews in every corner of the downstairs 
part of the church and chairs in the aisles sometimes too. It seems very 
hard to imagine this now. 

But we shouldn’t think or feel that this is just about us. I’ve been 
reading a book by the sociologist Steve Bruce about religion in modern 
Britain* and he tracks, with a kind of unflinching ruthlessness, the 
decline of Christianity of all kinds in the UK. The only churches that are 
growing now, with any sort of consistency, are so-called ‘migrant’ 
churches. Even the charismatic movement, he says, is losing strength. 
He argues that Christianity was once ‘powerful, persuasive and popular’ 
and that now it is none of those things. It’s not only church attendance, 
but attitudes to faith that have changed. He writes that, since the 
famous census of 1851, ‘…the typical Briton has gone from 
churchgoing Christian, to nominal Christian, to non-Christian who 
nonetheless thinks religion (in the abstract at least) is a good thing, to 
being someone who supposes that religion does more harm than 
good.’ (Bruce, 2020,p.270).
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You might think it unwise to read such a depressing book in the middle 
of a second lockdown, and I admit, it didn’t immediately cheer my 
spirits. But, there is a kind of comfort in recognising that we are not 
alone, that there are forces at work here that are quite beyond my or 
your ability singlehandedly to reverse. I sense, from reading various bits 
of the religious press too, that there is growing sense of recognition of 
the reality we face. We can all see it by looking at our own families, I 
suspect. Being part of a Christian community has become more and 
more of a minority activity. I don’t think it’s your fault or my fault, even 
though sometimes I feel as though it is mine. I did feel a pang of sorrow 
as I observed, reading all the various government pronouncements 
about Covid-19 restrictions, that the worship of the church is not 
regarded as an essential activity (though of course I do recognise that 
it’s not essential to do it in a church building – and certainly not to do 
so at risk to public health). 

It is perhaps not easy to live through a time when the thing that 
matters most to you is in decline in popularity, persuasiveness and 
power. That’s a very human thing. But I have also been remembering 
what a wonderful historian of our church once said, that the oddness 
and the exception in Christian history is not our decline, but in fact the 
times when we were large. What is unusual, and to be explained, is not 
so much times like now, but times of the past when Christianity was 
popular in the Western world. One thing that Steve Bruce does 
acknowledge is that, as faith becomes something that is more odd, less 
socially desirable or even socially acceptable, then the people who are 
in our churches are there because they really want or need to be, and 
not for reasons of social respectability. Of course the ‘odder’ we look 
and the more distinctive from the rest of society, the less attractive we 
might be to them. But perhaps, let’s think about this, it is odd to follow 
Jesus Christ; who told the rich to sell all they have, who touched those 
others despised, who welcomed sinners, who defied outwardly 
respectable religion and was crucified. Perhaps there is something 
almost natural about us being in the minority. Perhaps we are, properly, 
countercultural, especially if the most powerful culture of our times is 
one not at ease with creation, is subject to violence and obsessed with 
consuming. 
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Someone asked me recently what I thought Christmas would be like 
this year. I said, ‘Well, perhaps a bit more like the first one; people 
finding it difficult to travel, government dictats affecting lives, God 
being found in unexpected places…’. My correspondent said, ‘Well, 
that’s your sermon sorted then!’. Maybe not quite, but I can see that 
Christmas this year might be more stripped back, more simple, without 
quite so many of the things that make it popular. And maybe that’s 
where we in the church (in all the churches) need to be headed too. We 
have lost power in the world, fewer people listen to us now just 
because we are religious, and we are no longer popular (a very small 
percentage of the population go to a church these days…). But 
perhaps we should actually never have been powerful and popular in 
quite the ways we were. I hope I’m not just trying to wrest comfort after 
some pretty bleak statistics. They are hard to bear, it’s true. And we all 
want a bit of ‘comfort and joy’. But I think the Christmas stories teach us 
(don’t they?), that God’s comfort and joy comes to raise up the 
powerless, to bless the poor, to cheer scruffy shepherds and migrants 
from the East and young mothers. We might be losing social power, but 
God didn’t plan to give us prestige and power, but to bless us with 
God’s holy presence in the form of a humble child, laid in a manger. 
Such a story reminds me that this is where we belong and where God 
has chosen to dwell.

May your Christmas, however different from ‘normal’, be truly happy 
and blessed.

Your minister

Susan

*Steve Bruce, British Gods - Religion in Modern 
 Britain, OUP, 2020
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A prayer for each day of the week 

The following phrases from Advent hymns, with accompanying prayers, 
are intended to give you something to chew on in the time of waiting for 
the celebration of Christmas. You can look them up in the hymn book 
(Rejoice and Sing) – and the numbers are provided. 

Monday: 

‘O come, O come, Immanuel…’     (126)

O come, O Come, Jesus, into my life I pray.
There are days when, blessed though I am,
my life feels like a ‘lonely exile’,
and I long for someone to bring some joy. 
In days of lockdown or distancing, in times of risk and worry,
come now with your rejoicing, and bring me home. 

Tuesday:

‘He comes to break oppression, to set the captive free…’  (127)

O come, Jesus, as liberator of the oppressed.
I pray today for all who are oppressed by poverty
and all held captive by desire for wealth.
I pray for the people who have not enough to eat
or who are denied the power to earn what they and their families need.
I pray for those who are enslaved in this modern world
and for all who are held captive by invisible powers.
Come, Jesus, and set us all free to live as you intended;
with plenty, with joy, in freedom, and in hope.

Wednesday: 

‘The Lord will come and not be slow…’   (128)

Come, Lord Jesus.
We are impatient for a better world
and many have waited long enough for change.
As I wait in prayer before you,
show me what I can do, and what I can be,
so that your coming may be made real
for someone in the world, right now. 
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Thursday: 

‘The race that long in darkness pined have seen a glorious light;’ (129)

Come, Lord Jesus, to all the nations and all the peoples.
Give us wisdom to leave behind the ‘white Jesus’ we were once shown,
but to follow the you revealed in the whole world church. 
May racism be overcome, 
may black lives matter to all of us, 
and may peace abound. 

Friday: 

‘The voice of God goes out to all the world;
his glory speaks across the universe.’    (131)

Give me, O God,
eyes to see your glory in all creation,
in the fruitful and precious earth beneath my feet,
in the starlight above my head,
in the wide stretches of the world all around me,
in all that you have made. 
May your coming, in Jesus,
be an affirmation of all that is,
and, in knowing you in him,
may I too, give glory and praise.
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Revised Common Lectionary
for forthcoming Sundays

Revised Common Lectionary
for forthcoming Sundays

Revised Common Lectionary
for forthcoming Sundays

6 December 13 December 20 December

Isaiah 40:1-11 
Psalm 85:1-2, 8-13 
2 Peter 3:8-15a 
Mark 1:1-8

Isaiah 61:1-4, 8-11
Psalm 126
Thessalonians 5:16-24
John 1:6-8, 19-28

2 Samuel 7:1-11, 16
Psalm 89:1-4, 19-26
Romans 16:25-27
Luke 1:26-38

27 December 3 January 10 January

Isaiah 61:10—62:3
Psalm 148 
Galatians 4:4-7 
Luke 2:22-40

Jeremiah 31:7-14
Psalm 147:12-20
Ephesians 1:3-14
John 1:1-18

Genesis 1:1-5
Psalm 29 
Acts 19:1-7 
Mark 1:4-11

Saturday: 

‘And art thou come with us to dwell’   (136)

On days when you feel far away,
in those moments when I doubt or wonder,
at those times when I seem to be talking to myself,
and when I feel forsaken and empty,
come, loving God, and live with me. 
As you once came to a humble home
bringing blessing and hope,
I ask you to come now and dwell with me,
and with those I love.

Sunday: 

‘Wake, O wake! With tidings thrilling…’    (132)

In these Winter days,
when the world seems to be sleeping,
and creation itself is resting,
I ask for courage to wait during this season,
trusting that, in Winter’s depth,
you will come
to turn every darkness into light,
and to wake my sleeping faith
for a new and blessed day. 
Come, Lord Jesus,
born at the midnight hour,
and rising with the dawn.

Daily devotions and Sundays too

There are still regular posts of worship resources from the URC – through 
the Daily Devotions link: https://devotions.urc.org.uk 

From 10am each Sunday (now well into next year), there is material to 
read and follow (including readings, hymns, prayers, a sermon…) OR you 
can listen on-line to a recording and join in that way. These services have 
been led each week by a different URC minister, with different voices 
doing readings and prayers, and with a wonderful variety of hymns and 
music.
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Church News

Christmas 2020

We have modified some plans a little, given so many uncertainties about 
what restrictions will be in place, but Christmas has definitely not been 
cancelled! We shall celebrate the coming of Jesus to the world, and the 
eternal truth of God’s gifts to us of peace and joy.

We will put up our external crib scene in early December and trees 
outside as normal. 

We hope to have some carol singing outside (choir only – and socially 
distanced if current guidelines permit) on Saturdays 12th and 19th 
December – from 2pm to 3.30pm. 

We plan to give everyone a set of posters to put in your windows for each 
week of Advent – and a final Christmas poster too.

The Elders

Two Elders attended the far-from-boring URC Safeguarding Symposium. 
Read their report on page 18.
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Hopeful mission on the wider Taunton scene

Taunton Team Chaplaincy recently facilitated a pastoral and fact 
finding visit to Taunton retailers by the Rt Revd Ruth Worsley, Bishop 
of Taunton who heard time and again the comments of appreciation 
by retail staff members who appreciate the ongoing concern and 
prayers of their store chaplain. Bishop Ruth gave an assurance of 
continuing care and prayer by local churches (to which we can 
contribute).
Where chaplains are unable to make face to face contact individuals 
are encouraged to phone or send an email to arrange a conversation. 
It is encouraging that the first such requests have been received.

In preparation for what will undoubtedly be an increased season of 
personal debt, with the pandemic is seeing considerable job losses, 
Taunton Area Debt Advice have taken their services online. 

Social and Arts

Prompted by Peter’s article ‘Remembering who we are’ in the last month’s 
Church magazine, Janet and I are reminded that Social and Arts is about 
‘a community of people who interact among themselves and with others.’ 
Perhaps it is time to put a programme together for the coming months in 
the hope that after December 2nd there will be relaxation of the rules.

So… Social and Arts would like to explore a coffee breakout following the 
Sunday Service whether you are in church, on the telephone, or on zoom.  
We hope it would work in the following way that a group of no more than 
6 people visit a local coffee shop of their own choice immediately 
following the service (e.g. a couple of tables at Marks & Spencers) The 
makeup of the groups could change each month.  For those who remain on 
Zoom, Breakout Groups could continue. Janet and Sheila are willing to 
arrange the church coffee breakout groups. We have received agreement 
and encouragement from the elders who agreed that the Church would 
pay for the coffee/tea (not brunch - sorry!). We will arrange for one 
person to pay the bill and Eryl will refund.

For those who would like to join us please let us know if you are 
interested a.s.a.p  

Watch this space for more ideas…

Janet & Sheila

Birthday Corner

Whatever the regulations that government issue for life, they cannot stop 
us getting older and wiser! So special greetings go to those in our wider 
fellowship who have a birthday in December. May God bless you all …

6 Jean Grigg

13 Pamela Bamber

15 Eryl Harris

17 Lorna Head

29 Morag Lingard
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HOPE

It was inevitable that I would fall in love with him as a teenager. To me he 
was dark, brooding, a lover of nature with an eye for detail. With the New 
Forest at my back door I spent many a happy hour in his company sitting 
beside a stream, or walking across the heather and gorse strewn hills. In 
the winter I would curl up with him by our log fire, dreaming and 
immersing myself in him. The name of this love that has never left me? 
Thomas Hardy…the Wessex author who tore at my heart with Tess, Jude, 
Gabriel Oak and many others. But whose poetry I learnt to cherish even 
more. 

Hardy’s poem ‘The Darkling Thrush’ was one of many which I learnt by 
heart, not just for exams, but also for the formation in the ‘deeper’ things 
of life. A quest for the spiritual, for the meaning of life, for the reasons I 
existed. This period was prior to my exploration of recognised faiths and 
eventuality Christianity, but I believe it was a significant stepping stone on 
my journey. In this poem, Hardy has been reflecting on the gloom of 
winter at the turn of the century, and describes hearing the outpouring of 
song from an old thrush nearby: 

So little cause for carolings
 Of such ecstatic sound
Was written on terrestrial things
 Afar or nigh around,
That I could think there trembled through
 His happy good-night air
Some blessed Hope, whereof he knew
 And I was unaware.

There is the word: Hope. With a capital letter and blessed.  I have known 
those lines for so long and they can still bring a yearning and a trembling 
to my thoughts and prayers. They were quoted by someone on the radio 
only the other day and I anticipated each line before it was spoken by the 
presenter. I have not written about this in order to theologise about 
Hardy, or hope, or the use of poetry; rather to remind myself that hope 
can take many forms and mean many things to different people. 

What does hope mean to us? How important is it to us? How do we image 
hope? What does hope look like… sound like… smell like… feel like… even 
taste like? I have tried asking that previous question and for every time I 
answer it, I get a whole new list again. And again. Hope looks like bulbs 
pushing up through the earth. Hope sounds like children playing in the 
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playground. Hope smells like fresh baked bread. Hope feels like a soft 
duvet. Hope tastes like popping candy! Or again. A rainbow, Bruch’s violin 
concerto, a baby’s breath, thistledown, fresh mango. Or again. Sunrise, 
my daughter’s footsteps, fresh mown hay, a new book, mint tea. 

All have a sense of expectation, anticipation and thanksgiving. A 
connection with the past and a vision of the future. All are blessed.

Clare Callanan

Here are some of Clare’s 
photographs which are 
indicative of hope.
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The latest generation
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This is Libby, Lorna Head’s 
great granddaughter, who 
was born on 12th July.

This is Paisley, the great 
granddaughter of Denis and 
Helen Newman, who was 
born on 14th November.

What does the future hold, 
Helen wonders, for her and 
her generation?

Nature provides hope
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Stuart Trott offers us images 
which show the difference 
between autumn here and 
spring in Melbourne.

Below are illustrations of Viv 
Henderson’ surprise harvest 
(see page 22).



Glimpses of life at Paul Street
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Above: Revd Susan lays the wreath on Remembrance Sunday, and lit a 
candle to in memory of departed members on All Saints Day.

Right: A hanging basket is replaced after 
installation of the canopy.

Below: Open for private prayer on Tuesdays 
during lockdown.

A prayer as I put on my mask

Prayer by Richard Bott, Moderator of the United Church of Canada 
(reprinted with permission).

Creator,
as I prepare to go into the world,
help me to see the sacrament
in the wearing of this cloth -
let it be "an outward sign
of an inward grace" -
a tangible and visible way of living
love for my neighbours,
as I love myself.

Christ,
since my lips will be covered,
uncover my heart,
that people would see my smile
in the crinkles around my eyes.
Since my voice may be muffled,
help me to speak clearly,
not only with my words,
but with my actions.

Holy Spirit,
As the elastic touches my ears,
remind me to listen carefully -
and full of care -
to all those I meet.
May this simple piece of cloth be
shield and banner,
and each breath that it holds,
be filled with your love.
In your Name and
in that love,
I pray.
May it be so.
May it be so.
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URC Safeguarding Symposium

Safeguarding is everyone's responsibility

The URC’s safeguarding symposium was held on-line, with over 200 people 
joining in. The reason for the symposium was to introduce the 
implementation of a 5-year Safeguarding Strategic Plan, covering the 
challenges, barriers and opportunities because of the failure of the URC to 
protect children and adults from experiencing abuse and harm.

Topics covered included why safeguarding co-ordinators were needed, 
what steps needed to be taken by churches, synods and other bodies 
regarding policies required, reporting, record keeping, training and 
pastoral care.

One area that is not often considered under safeguarding is personal and 
church trauma.  Many people suffer from trauma, but a church suffering 
from trauma is seldom mentioned or considered.  A church which, for 
example, suddenly looses a member of their congregation for whatever 
reason, will be affected; so we need to look at ways that can help the 
church as a whole come to terms with it, as well as individually.  Trauma 
can also reoccur when some incident triggers a memory, and the person 
has to start again to work through it. It is times like these that 
safeguarding is important and also pastoral care.

As part of a Christian community we have to learn from and involve 
survivors of any form of abuse in what we do in our churches and 
community.

The safeguarding strategic plan offers a promising step to safeguard the 
integrity of creation, to walk the way all together and ensure the Church 
is a sustained community of care where everyone-particularly the most 
vulnerable- find a place of love, pastoral care and support.

Sue Ingham and Meg Cardy
Safeguarding Co-ordinators
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Citizens UK 

You may remember that we, as Taunton URC, are part of an alliance with 
other churches, with schools and with other organisations called Citizens 
Somerset, part of a Citizens UK. We aim to listen to our communities, to 
identify issues that concern the people in our communities and in 
Taunton, and to organise ourselves to address them. 

At a recent Citizens UK leadership meeting we shared together what we 
thought were the issues most on the minds of the people we are in touch 
with - at the moment. 

Between us we identified the following things: 
• The fragility of mental health for many people during this very 

challenging time.
• The challenges of climate change – and the need to slow global 

warming. 
• Growing inequality between the secure and wealthy and those who are 

poor and whose lives are precarious.
• The treatment of workers who are low wages and zero hours 

contracts. Those who are migrants are often particularly vulnerable.
• ‘County lines’ and all the issues associated with illegal drug use.
• Misogynist remarks to young women and homophobic language and 

behaviour.
• The lack of provision for young people
• The crisis in the economy; redundancies and pending unemployment
• Loneliness (exacerbated by lockdown)
• Rural crime

Which of these do you recognise as being issues of concern? Do any of 
these surprise you? Are there others you might name too? 

Citizens Somerset continues to work, at the moment, on housing and 
homelessness, on transport and the living wage for carers. Please let me 
know if you are interested in getting involved!

Susan Durber
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Is there modern slavery in the UK?

The Rev Jane Eastell, of St John’s (Church of England) Parish Church writes:

YES!  There is. We may not see it -but it is there in every area of the UK. 
Modern slavery in the UK can take many forms, including forced sexual 
exploitation, domestic slavery or forced labour on farms, in construction, 
shops, bars, nail bars, car washes or manufacturing.

Forced labour is the most common form of slavery in the UK, fuelled by a 
drive for cheap products and services, with little regard for the people 
behind them. 

A growing form of slavery is trafficking into crime. In the UK, it’s fuelled 
by the trafficking of primarily British children, forced into ‘county lines’ 
drug trafficking and trafficking of Vietnamese nationals forced to work in 
cannabis production.

Amy’s story (name changed)

“I was tied up and trapped in a room for hours. I can’t tell you how 
long, because I was drugged. I was force-fed, and still people would 
have sex with me.”

Amy was born in the UK. When she was 14, she was recruited into a 
criminal gang and forced to sell drugs across the UK. It would take 
more than a year to escape.

Child slavery – you probably think this happens everywhere else, but not 
here. Sadly, this is not the case: A child’s words: ‘I was being tricked, 
controlled, tortured and sold every day’. Child slavery happens here. 
Children are often used for drug trafficking – the so-called county lines 

How do people get trapped in slavery?

Vulnerable people often take big risks in order to provide for their 
families. Typically, they can be offered an apparently good job in the UK. 
Often, they take a loan from the traffickers in advance. When they arrive 
in the UK, the situation is completely different. Their passport might be 
taken away and they’re told they need to pay off the debt before they 
can leave. Violence and threats are common. They are trapped here with 
no possessions, no means to return and totally reliant on their traffickers.
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Vulnerable British people are also targeted, especially children from 
disadvantaged backgrounds, to be groomed into drug criminal gangs - and 
into ’county lines’ trafficking.

Sadly, the system in the UK is not currently set up to support people who 
became entangled in explotation. 

The Anglican church is active in seeking to combat modern slavery – 
through the Clewer Initiative, of which the Bath & Wells diocesan ‘hidden 
voices’ initiative centred in Bridgwater is a part. If you would like to know 
more about this initiative, please feel you can contact Shirley Farrington 
and Revd Jane (both at St John’s).

The 18th October 2020 was designated as Anti Modern Slavery day. Here at 
St John’s we designed the ‘pause and ponder’ prayer place to have this 
theme of modern slavery for a few weeks and it is focussed on slavery in 
the UK. In this small way, we seek to be a place of prayer for the victims 
of modern slavery, and of course, the ‘victims’ are the perpetrators as 
well.

A prayer
written by The Rt Revd Dr Alastair Redfern, Chair of The Clewer Initiative. 

Heavenly Father, 
who sees the unseen and notices the unnoticed,
 help each of us to hear the Hidden Voices of those 
who pray for release from slavery and exploitation,
so that we may give ourselves more fully to the service of your saving 
love,
and be strengthened together as agents of your healing and hope, 
through Jesus Christ,
who himself came to serve as a slave,
so as to bring freedom and grace to all. Amen

MAGAZINE DEADLINE 
Contributions for the January 2021 magazine should be with the 
Editor 
 Peter Henderson - 14 Somerset Avenue, Taunton, TA1 5HU 
 Telephone: 01823 254668 - e-mail: tauntonurc.mag@gmail.com
by MONDAY 7th DECEMBER 2020 (or earlier)  please.
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Hope in the garden

Shortly after we moved to our current house nine years ago, I planted a 
few fruit trees in our garden and for many years I have waited in hope for 
a harvest of pears and apples. However, although they blossomed, the 
flowers never set - pear trees flower really early so are often affected by 
frost.

The pear tree is planted close to a trellis and is often invaded by 
honeysuckle, ivy and Virginia creeper. The apple tree is planted at the 
edge of a grassy wild area. When the pear flowered this year I noticed 
which branches bore blossom and wondered why some did not. Then 
I  discovered that the part of the tree just producing leaves had grown 
from below the graft point on the main trunk. I took advice and pruned it. 
I also gave all the fruit trees a good mulching with homegrown compost.

Throughout lockdown the flowers set and the buds left little bulges; the 
bees had done a good job. It was so exciting to see the two trees doing 
what I had long hoped for.

However, so much would depend on the weather between spring and 
harvest time. Would it be the right combination of sun and rain to plump 
and ripen these signs of hope? 

As summer passed a fine crop of pears began to weigh down the fruitful 
branches. The apple tree had some fruit developing too, but they fell in 
the summer storms and rotted when we were away. Or at least I thought 
they had: imagine my delight to find a perfect apple nestling in the grass 
when I cut the lawn last month. - it weighed in at eight ounces and was 
big enough to share.

Meanwhile the pears remained firmly attached. The first sign that they 
were begin to ripen was the arrival of the blackbird. He had already 
stripped the redcurrants and now was steadily feasting on the windfall 
pears. There were more than enough to share with him. In the end our 
first harvest amounted to about a dozen fruits, some almost a pound in 
weight. Enough for many breakfasts plus a batch of pear mincemeat.

Viv Henderson

Photographs of Viv’s harvest are on page 15.
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Tips for using Zoom
Zoom is the video communication software that we are using to gather for 
worship and other meetings. Although connection is possible by telephone 
- and some are benefitting from this for regular Sunday services - there 
are advantages in using a laptop or a tablet. Here are some aspects of 
Zoom that users of these devices may not have mastered.

Speaker View & Gallery View

In speaker view a picture of the person who is making a sound is largest, 
with much smaller pictures of as many others connected as the screen can 
accommodate. The system (beyond our control) decides which person 
connected is making the most significant sound and enlarges their picture. 
The sound will usually be the person speaking (hence speaker view) but it 
could be someone else coughing, or a dog barking - the system is not 
clever enough to tell. This is why it can be helpful if 
everyone who is not speaking mutes themselves.
In gallery view as many people connected as the 
screen can accommodate will be shown with equally 
sized pictures. 

How you switch between the two views depends 
what device you are using. On a laptop click on View 
in the top right corner of the window (as shown here) 
and choose Gallery.
On a tablet, press the grid-in-a-circle icon towards the top left.

Chat by text

Typing in chat messages can be useful if you want to contribute to a 
meeting while other people are speaking, though it can be quite a 
distraction so should be used sparingly. Chat messages can be sent either 
to everyone - that is the default - or to individual participants.

To open up the chat facility on a laptop, click the Chat icon at the bottom 
of the window (see first 
of these illustrations).
On a tablet, press the 
‘More’ with three dots 
icon and then choose Chat.
In both cases a chat box will open 
up; press on the bottom row to 
enter your message, then press ↵
A red blob on the Chat/More icon shows you have a message.
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Helping United Reformed Churches 
work for a fairer world and for 
peace with justice, recognising 
that change and response starts 
with each one of us.

Envelopes for your donations and 
Information Leaflets are available 
in the Dora Cox Room.  Please feel 
free to put in what you can, when 
you can, no amount is too small.

Revd Dr Kevin Snyman - Commitment for Life Programme Officer, 
Suzanne Pearson - Commitment for Life Administrative Assistant

Moving Stories
News from our Partners around the World

News from Bangladesh
COVID-19 & FLOODS

Our Christian Aid Bangladesh programme has been working on supporting 
partners facing the new challenges of COVID-19 on top of the challenges 
they were already facing such as climate change and flooding.

"This is going to be the worst flood in a decade," said Bangladesh's Chief of 
Flood Forecasting and Warning Centre. This year the monsoon floods have 
affected 21 districts in northern and north-eastern parts of Bangladesh 
with 15 districts moderately to severely impacted. 

Christian Aid partners are sending constant updates: floodwaters are 
rising. People, livestock and houses are underwater. Water and sanitation 
infrastructure has been damaged. 

Most of the Char (island) farmers, many of whom are dairy farmers, were 
hoping to recover from the economic shock of COVID-19 during Eid, as this 
is the festival when Muslims sacrifice cattle and goats. However, due to 
heavy flooding the transportation of livestock was difficult.  Farmers were 
not seeing good prices for their livestock as COVID-19 continues to cause 
economic challenges. However, the Bangladesh programmes support the 
most vulnerable as they face these challenges.
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COVID-19 Response
Christian Aid partners have been taking action to prepare for COVID-19 in 
the Rohingya refugee camps. In order to reduce the risk of transmission, 
operations in the camps have been reduced to the provision of essential 
services. All non-essential visits to the camps have been suspended – but 
our work continues.

Christian Aid has an office in Cox’s Bazaar and in Camp 15 with a large 
warehouse. We have a team of 25 experienced and skilled national staff 
working together with local NGO partners (Dustha Shasthya Kendra and 
Dhaka Ahsania Mission).

We are raising awareness of the virus and sharing hygiene messages to 
people in the camps in their local Rohingya languages. We are also 
assisting doctors in the camps to receive training so they can treat 
infected people and train other doctors in health facilities.

Christian Aid expects to train 85-100 healthcare staff on infection, 
prevention and disease control. We're also ensuring healthcare staff are 
equipped with personal protective equipment (PPE) and that handwashing 
stations are available at the entrances to 10 health facilities.

Central America
COVID-19 and its aftermath has 
forced lockdowns and curfews in 
Central America. The restrictions 
have meant income loss for many 
poor families, many of who depend 
on informal markets. There has 
also been increased violence 
against women and children. 

The governments have not put 
suitable mechanisms in place to 
test a lot of people and implement 
protocols to safeguard people’s 
health and livelihoods. In many 
cases, hospitals have collapsed. 
People with COVID symptoms have 
decided to stay at home instead of 
going to the hospital.

The four countries in which 
Christian Aid works in Central 
America (Guatemala, Honduras, El 
Salvador, and Nicaragua) reported 
around 180,525 positive cases by 
early September. However, due to 
inadequate testing, cases and 
deaths could be much higher.

The region has lost more than one 
million jobs. The fear is that 
violence and poverty will increase 
significantly.

In Nicaragua, the government has 
not been upfront about the number 
of cases and the real impact on the 
population. The authorities have 
p romoted bus ines s -a s -u sua l 
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(including public events) – contrary 
to international standards and 
protocols.

The government also threatens 
those who criticise the lack of 
preventative measures. In the case 
of health workers, the authorities 
decided to fire some specialists 
and nurses for expressing their 
concerns about the strategy used 
to manage the pandemic.

Christian Aid partners ORMUSA, 
I S D , F E S PA D , O C D I H , C D H , 
CONGCOOP and Centro Humboldt 
are responding to the pandemic by 
providing biosecurity equipment, 
psycho-social support and food to 
the communities. However, visits 
to the beneficiary communities 
were suspended for around four 
months. But our partners used 

virtual communication to monitor 
the impact of the pandemic.

Meanwhile, partners as ICEFI and 
FUNDE have denounced the 
government corruption which 
e x i s t s i n t h e r e s o u r c e s 
management of funds for medical 
equipment and medical stock to 
cope the pandemic. In many cases 
the resources approved v ia 
international loan or national 
budgets were mismanaged. This 
has reduced the governments’ 
capacity to provide adequate 
health care.

Please, pray for the people who 
have lost jobs and do not have 
enough food and medicines. Pray 
that our work in the region makes 
a d i f f e r e n c e t o t h e m o s t 
vulnerable.

Zimbabwe
The situation in Zimbabwe 
is extremely difficult right now.

In August the Zimbabwe Catholic Bishops’ Conference (ZCBC) in a pastoral 
letter described the situation as, “a multi-layered crisis of the 
convergence of economic collapse, deepening poverty, food insecurity, 
corruption and human rights abuses among other crises.”

Government corruption, and ongoing restrictions and suffering led to 
protests from the Zimbabwean people. The government has responded 
with lamentable disregard for alternative voices. Their heavy-handed 
response has been characterised by arbitrary arrests and violence against 
activists or those related or connected to them. Journalists have been 
abducted and tortured as ransom for those in hiding.

The statement from the ZCBC and other faith leaders and groups in 
Zimbabwe caused recriminations from the government. Zimbabwe’s 
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context remains complex and precarious. The recent attacks on all who 
have voiced concern over injustices, corruption and violence, including 
the church, has simply reinforced the reality that coexistence, tolerance 
and accountability remains contentious issues in the country. 

Christian Aid Zimbabwe works with several faith-based organisation 
including the Catholic Church through a partnership with Silveira House, a 
Catholic Jesuit institution and stands in solidarity with the Bishops. 
Christian Aid Zimbabwe is supportive of statements issued by fellow 
church umbrella organisation that is the Zimbabwe Council of Churches 
(ZCC) and the Evangelical Fellowship of Zimbabwe (EFZ) (EFZ), who are its 
partners. Christian Aid’s CEO, Amanda Khozi Mukwashi sent a letter of 
solidarity.

The Christian Aid Zimbabwe team are continuing to speak out for justice 
and support our partners while treading a careful line as an international 
NGO, mindful that our partners rely on our ability to operate within the 
country.

COVID-19 Response

In Zimbabwe, we continue to ensure that 15,000 
people have enough water to wash their hands 
regularly. We are also supporting communities in 
Mudzi and Mutoko whose livelihoods have been 
impacted by Covid-19.

Thanks to the support from lovely Commitment for 

Life congregations just like yours, we are able to 
provide food hampers for around 5,400 people. 
Thank you.

Global Justice Now (GJN)
Debt is too often a mechanism of control imposed on the poor by the rich. 
COVID-19 has torn away the claims that the system works for the most 
vulnerable in the world. 

GJN is calling for the immediate cancellation of huge swathes of debt in 
the global south, along with a wealth tax to stabilise and improve health 
services. Add your voice to this call!

https://act.globaljustice.org.uk/coronavirus-drop-debt
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Taunton United Reformed Church

Vision Statement

For the sake of the Gospel, we will be:

✦ a church that welcomes, whoever you are

✦ a church that cares and responds with action

✦ a church that works with others and plays its part 
in the community

✦ a church that knows and shares the love of God

✦ a church that is growing  in faith and knowledge 
of God

✦ a church full of hope and joy


